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ABOUT MAC

I’m Mac Lackey and I’m a serial entrepreneur and angel investor.

Over the past 24 years, I’ve started, scaled, and exited six of my own companies (each sold for seven or 

eight figures), selling to both private and public companies here in the U.S. and internationally. I’m also an 

investor in over 50 startups.  

I’m the founder of ExitDNA Academy and the active “mentor” you’ll work directly with. I’ve also pulled in 

my personal team of experts (some of the best in the country) across the legal, technology, marketing, and 

finance domains to ensure you have access to my personal SWAT team.

Through ExitDNA Academy, I apply over two decades of experience in the startup world to coaching, 

mentoring, and guiding small groups of founders through the process of designing their businesses so 

they CAN be sold—at the same time maximizing value for all parties involved.

Sometimes those around you (partners, employees, board members, investors, etc.) have different timelines 

and/or agendas than your own. If you’re a founder who wants to optimize for exit, you need to understand 

these factors, create alignment where possible, and you absolutely need an unbiased advocate to help 

you navigate the process. here are several major factors that need to be considered when evaluating 

IF and WHEN you might sell your business. When you begin thinking about selling a company, whether 

you’re truly ready to market the company or you just know it is a potential option in the future, it’s important 

to look at the (potential) EXIT from many angles. You want to develop a full 360 degree perspective to 

ensure you are seeing as many factors as possible. 
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One of the things that I feel incredibly passionate about is that as a Founder (CEO/Entrepreneur/Partner, 

etc) you want the OPTION to sell, and at maximum value. I highlight the word OPTION, because that is 

exactly what it is, an option. It is not an obligation, or a guarantee and might not even be your goal… 

however, if you have the OPTION to sell and at MAXIMUM value the reality is you have created a great 

business and one that people are interested in. That gives you options, and options are powerful. 

This short guide will provide you with some very important consideration that can help your thinking 

when evaluating IF and WHEN you chose to sell your company… AND importantly provides a great set of 

questions to ask yourself and your key stakeholders which ultimately enhance your ability to create value. 

FIVE MAJOR FACTORS IN DECISION MAKING
There are several major factors that need to be considered when evaluating IF and WHEN you might sell 

your business. When you begin thinking about selling a company, whether you’re truly ready to market the 

company or you just know it is a potential option in the future, it’s important to look at the (potential) EXIT 

from many angles. You want to develop a full 360 degree perspective to ensure you are seeing as many 

factors as possible. 

Being thorough in your consideration of these MAJOR FACTORS will help you evaluate:

• How an “EXIT” strategy plays into your overall priorities 

• The probability of an “acceptable” or “optimal” exit

• Key issues you need to resolve in advance of a sales process

• How you start developing a powerful exit story

• And so much more…

THE MAJOR FACTORS IN DECISION MAKING
I would like to introduce you to my Major Factors chart. This graphic helps me remember that, although 

there may be a single, overarching issue that is driving the need or desire to exit, there are other (often 

major) factors which need to be considered.  
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The Five MAJOR FACTORS are:

1. Macro Economics 

2. Business Performance 

3. Industry Dynamics 

4. Personal Factors 

5. Human Dynamics

Let’s take a look at each MAJOR FACTOR and discuss what it is, but also some key thoughts and 

considerations for each.

MACRO ECONOMICS
Macroeconomics is something founders tend to overlook or be a little bit dismissive of. The tail doesn’t 

have to wag the dog on macroeconomic issues, but where we are in the economic cycle matters, or at 

least it can matter and should be considered.

Bull market vs. Recession (public companies)

Are we in a bull market versus a recessionary market? Today (early 2020) we are in the longest bull market 

runs in U.S. history. There are implications to that, good and bad that need to be considered as you think 

about your company. Public companies during a bull market, have growing currency. They’re traded at 
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very high multiples, and so they might be able to do stock deals easily without much thought. They can 

also pay a massive premium because their stock is valued so high.

IPO market strength

If you have a growing company, even though the chances of your company going public are low (and 

arguably not your best option) compared to selling it, the reality is the IPO market is a strong indicator of 

investor sentiment AND tend to drive a lot of acquisitions (as some companies buy or “tuck-in” deals right 

before they go public to strengthen their own stories… as well as the newly found IPO capital and public 

stock also drive quite a few post-IPO acquisitions. Consider the strength of the IPO market as a signal for 

not only the macro economic environment, but also of how acquisitive the market might be. 

Overall Sentiment

Although it is hard to quantify on occasion, you can somewhat FEEL “overall sentiment”. This really just 

means, “how do things FEEL at the moment”? There are plenty of signals: What is Wall Street saying about 

multiples?  Are companies overvalued or trading at historically low multiples? When American’s are polled, 

are they generally positive on their current situation? How do they personally feel about the future? Where 

is consumer spending? How is unemployment trending? 

I like to use this as an indicator of macro economics. If things are great now and have been great for a long 

time I might fear that a pullback is inevitable…. And as a founder, what would that mean for my company 

(both in terms of revenues/profits, but also when I might want to sell)... Or I might feel like the public 

company stocks are trading at low points, the market is somewhat depressed and therefore if there are 

some signals saying things could improve, maybe we are about to enter a great period ahead. So having 

a FEEL for the overall market, and a point of view on the future is all we are looking for here.

Considerations

• Buyers change - One of the considerations that I would challenge you to at least think through is 

how buyers change. As we go through these big cycles - macro economic expansion, contraction, 

bull market, recessionary market, etc., there are always buyers for good companies HOWEVER 

they change. For example, in a raging bull market, public companies feel their stock is a great 

vehicle to acquire smaller businesses… whereas in a recession, when many people are scared, you 

might find consolidators, private equity investors or value buyers (think Warren Buffet’s Berkshire 
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Hathaway) become the dominant buyers. But again, there are always buyers, especially if you have 

a good company. I have personally sold companies in recessions, market crashes as well as peak 

markets. I’ve sold to public companies, private companies, partnerships and hedge funds. Just 

consider this as you contemplate WHO might be the best buyers. 

One cool opportunity you sometimes see is what I call “IPO arbitrage”. The way this works is, let’s say 

you want to sell your private company, and at the moment private companies are generally selling 

at 8 - 10 times EBITDA. Then let’s say there is a public company (a company that is already public 

or getting ready to go public) interested in purchasing your business. They (the public company) 

know that the revenue or EBITDA that they buy from you will be treated differently once they own 

it… so what you sell at 8-10 times EBITDA, they immediately get valued at 20 times (or something 

like that) as a public company. That is IPO arbitrage. It is not only a powerful exit strategy, it also 

gives you some ammo as a founder to go in and say, “You know that I’m selling you something that 

tomorrow is going to be worth twice as much to you.” So as a founder you can capture some of that 

value in your negotiations/deal if you understand those dynamics.

• Forward looking prospects - Your own view of your forward-looking prospects is important. If 

you’re in a consumer-focused marketplace with a business growing like crazy, and you think the bull 

market will continue, you may choose to stay the course. However, if you think we’re headed into 

a recessionary environment (as I personally do, for example), you might wonder: “When consumer 

spending contracts, what implications are there for my business, and will that affect me in terms of 

valuation?” You think about it and can come to different conclusions or strategies:

• You might think: Yes, I think spending will decline, it may hurt the value of my company 

for years until the market returns, so I’m going to sell during a bull market and never look 

back… OR 

• You might think: Sure, I think it will affect spending, likely hurt my valuation BUT I’m going 

to go into this recessionary market and take advantage of the downturn by gaining market 

share from my competitors. 

Let me give you a personal example. Back in the early 2000’s, I came to both decisions. The first 

was seeing the NASDAQ bubble burst and tech stocks crash, I decided to sell one of my companies 
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to a large international buyer. I was concerned about the fact the my business required more capital 

and the downturn would really reduce value. SO I sold and never looked back. Almost immediately 

thereafter, I started a company in technology services (business to business oriented) and we 

decided the downturn was perfect time for us to be aggressive. We acquired some struggling 

competitors, hired key people and by the time the market came back, we were stronger than ever. 

So, for each factor you would want a similar analysis. You should at least consider the factor as well as 

consider any implications on IF and WHEN (your exit timeline). My recommendation is NO ONE should be 

the only factor, but ALL are important to consider.

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
Likely the most obvious of all, but when you think about IF and WHEN you might sell, the actual performance 

of your company is absolutely critical… and when you think about business performance it is on just about 

every criteria and category of performance, but I’m just going to touch on a few important ones. 

The consistency of growth and performance

It can be revenue, EBITDA, market share, KPIs that are relevant to your business or industry,etc... But you 

will want to think about how you are doing quarter over quarter on all of those metrics. Is your growth and 

performance consistent or is it widely varied?

Duration of performance

If you’ve been in business for five years, the duration of your performance is five years, but maybe there’s 

something that happened two or three years ago where the arc of your business started to change. Is it 

growing much quicker over the past year… or did you hit a big business hurdle two years ago that caused 

a big loss you’ve been recovering from?

Above average, average, or below average financials (peer analysis)

How does your performance look relative to your peer group? Are you average? Is your revenue average 

but your EBITDA margin way above average? Are there material metrics where you perform at the bottom 

of your peer group? 
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Note: You likely want your peer review to be broad. It’s like when you are selling a house… realtors 

are going to look at market comps, but your house is unique, so if your market comps are just your 

immediate neighbors, and you have a new custom home but your neighbors are in older homes 

that haven’t been renovated, you need to look at comps outside of your immediate neighborhood 

to ensure they are valid comps. Similar to companies… Make sure you are looking at true peers.

What is optimal?

• Growing consistently - you have a multi-year track record. The longer and the more consistent the 

arc is, the more comfortable a prospective buyer will be and the easier it is for you to tell a story 

that that arc is going to continue and even ramp up in the future.

• Future brighter than the past - you need to have demonstrable things to paint to a brighter future. 

You want to say the future is better than not only the past, but even current, and have very specific 

reasons for that. Things are happening in your industry, within your company, new hires, new 

products, that you have some demonstrable examples and data that help you paint a great future 

picture. 

• Above average performance - You always want to have above average performance relative to 

your peer group in just about every category you can (revenue, margin, industry KPIs, etc.). The 

more you outperform your peers, the more opportunities you have to optimize your outcome.

INDUSTRY DYNAMICS
I really like people to step back and think about industry cycles. This is a major factor, and yet one many 

founders tend to overlook or miss. Over time every industry goes through a series of cycles: starting, 

expanding, consolidating, peaking, contracting, dipping and sometimes even crashing. You will always 

have this ebb and flow of the industry that you’re in. 

Perhaps you are doing something new, something cutting edge and therefore it might be really early in 

the very first stages of an industry cycle… or you might be in a business that candidly is really maturing. 

Consider the Yellow Pages business. I think it is a GREAT example because ironically there are still big 

buyers of Yellow Page companies (because they tend to have great, predictable, albeit declining, cash 
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flow), but clearly that is a maturing, outright dying industry. 

It becomes important to recognize where you are (or think you are) in the cycle. I picked the extreme 

examples (of early and late) but the most interesting ones are in the middle as depending on the stage/

cycle other factors kick in. As industries really start growing we tend to see the first transactions. Bigger 

companies buy smaller competitors or buyers from other industries want to get into your space…. And 

then the further you get into consolidation, there tend to be fewer buyers but the buyers are larger. Lots 

to consider so having a point of view of where you sit in the industry cycle can really  help your evaluation 

process. 

What is optimal?

• Industries that are expanding, but are not in the first chapter -  If you have a bleeding edge, early 

industry, let’s say self-driving cars, there certainly are some really good acquisitions that happen. 

Someone builds a lot of value really quickly, and you can be one of the first out… However, the best 

scenarios often happen just after those early deals get done and lots of attention shifts into your 

space. 

• Early purchases/acquisitions - Many buyers take a wait-and-see attitude. As noted above, if you’re 

super early, some of the best buyers have not entered the market just yet so ideally you will want 

an early purchase or an early acquisition or two in your industry to set the tone that there is an 

emerging market. They see that buyers are coming in, that deals are getting done, but you’re not 

the first, so some of the risk is already mitigated. My view is you want to be early in an expanding 

industry, but not in the very first chapter. 

• Viewed as a long term strategic play - Buyers like to imagine they are “early” but not too early… 

This tells them there is a ton of value to still be realized. To ensure this, your company and the 

industry you are in need to be viewed as a long term strategic business. The more your company 

and your industry is considered a long-term strategic play, whether it’s the story you’re able to tell 

or the industry data you have, the more it can lead to bigger premiums being paid. 
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PERSONAL FACTORS
If there’s anything that drives and affects your decisions as a founder, CEO, leader, entrepreneur, it is  

“Where are you personally?”, and that comes in a couple forms.

Finances

What does your financial situation look like? A lot of us as founders have invested very heavily in our 

businesses. Maybe it was our life savings or a loan we took out against our house. Maybe we stopped 

taking a salary when we left a good job to start our business. In various ways we may have personally 

invested or depleted our financial security, so our personal finances are not great. Or perhaps you have a 

new/big expense coming up (wedding, kids going to college, etc.) that would change your situation and 

create a new need. These are often really significant factors to consider and often impact our need to time 

exits.

What’s Next?

One of the single largest predictors of IF and WHEN you sell your business is, “What’s next?” If you already 

have a new business you’re ready to start or you’re really excited about something post-exit  (anything from 

sitting on a boat in Tahiti, starting a nonprofit, taking some of the proceeds to launch your next company, or 

even you are excited to be an executive with a prospective buyer)...  So if you have a very clear, convicted 

point of view on what’s next, it will often times will be one of the bigger factors in your decision process 

and how you choose to time your exit.

Are you still learning? Growing? Being challenged?

As a founder and a leader in your own company, are you still learning, growing and being challenged? All 

of those things that get you out of bed in the morning?” If the answer is yes, you may want to continue to 

do what you’re doing. If the answer is no, maybe you’re starting to lean towards, “I need to optimize for 

exit because I’m no longer challenged, or I’m just not getting out of bed with the same energy I was a year 

ago, two years ago.”
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Other Considerations

Sometimes there are just strong feelings or needs.  

• Do you need to sell personally? 

• Do you just want to sell? 

• Are you at a point in your life where you just feel like it is a good time to exit? 

• What is your next plan?

• Does the money you would receive fund your retirement? or pay off big debts?

Maybe you’ve been in a tough position building this company so although an exit doesn’t buy you a 

yacht, it certainly helps relieve some of the personal pressure that we can have and feel as founders and 

entrepreneurs.

HUMAN DYNAMICS
Even if we own 100% of a business there are other humans that affect our timing and decisions.

• Business partners

• Mentors

• Advisors

• Investors 

• Spouse/significant others

• Employees

• Children, etc. 

All of these humans around us matter, right? These may be true stakeholders (with salaries, equity, votes, 

rights) or just people that matter to us…. They matter at different levels and for different reasons, but these 

human dynamics in almost every case help inform IF and WHEN we sell therefore it is critical to consider 

them.

Are you on the same page or do you have different opinions?

You probably work with a group of individuals. You might have partnerships, several co-founders, an 

investor, a board, or some group that is highly integrated in the decision process about the future of your 

company. Where those individuals sit on the idea of exiting is often important. Are you on the same page 
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in terms of ever wanting to sell, when you want to sell, how you want to sell, or for how much money… or 

are there widely different opinions? Obviously variation here can be an important factor to consider.

Pressure

Is there pressure? Pressure can come in all forms, and this is typically outside of you as the founder. You 

may have your own pressure, which is the personal side, but are there other pressures? For example, 

investors who have backed your company. Maybe they’ve been investors in the business for five years 

and the expectation was an exit in five to seven years... so now there is some pressure or minimally that 

timeline (from the expectation you set with investors) is a factor in deciding if and when you sell. Pressure 

can sometimes take the form of a co-founder or a business partner who has their own personal issue 

or their own pressure to create liquidity. Perhaps they want to change their lifestyle or move to another 

geography. Whatever it is, these are all pressures in the form of human dynamics that you will often need 

to consider.

Expectations

Expectations is one of the biggest issues I’ve faced in terms of human dynamics. We set expectations 

knowingly or unknowingly. For me, I tend to tell my team when I hire them what I think might happen, what 

my vision is. I tell my investors, I tell my spouse, I tell my kids how I’m thinking, how I’m feeling. That sets 

expectations for people. Those expectations become factors if they’re trending positive or negative that 

we want to consider as founders. What expectations exist that you need to work through?

Considerations

Being on the same page isn’t critical, agreeing to the path IS. Let me explain.

Let’s say there are two co-founders and you want to sell your company for $10 million. One founder may 

be absolutely fine with taking stock in a prospective buyer. They may want to go forward with the buyer 

as part of their career. They think it’s a great way for them to continue to grow. The other co-founder is 

in a very different place. They want to exit the business the day it closes and for cash. Now, that’s a very 

different set of outcomes for individuals, but if you’ve agreed to pursuing that particular path and you both 

feel good about it, then you can absolutely take a different page to a prospective buyer or to your board 

and say, “This is how we’d like to handle the exit.” 

I have done that myself several times in my various exits. In one exit, I had a business partner who decided 
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he needed more cash at close. He was in a different position, and so we agreed what that was going to look 

like. I was going to take more stock, he was going to take more cash. There’ve been other scenarios where 

I have said, “I’m going to leave the day the deal closes.” Maybe some of my teammates or employees or 

business partners want to go forward with the buyer. All of those things can work out really well, as long 

as you agree to how you’re going to do it. 

Expectation Management is the biggest risk - Typically, expectation management becomes your biggest 

risk in this conversation, not only day one, but as you go towards exit. Managing your constituencies 

becomes a really big deal, so I would certainly say trying to take stock of where those expectations are 

and consider work that you might need to do to change them or to adjust them is a really, really important 

consideration.

Which hat do you where? (Conflicts can emerge) -  Let’s look at an example. A few years back, I served 

on the Board of Directors for a large company. The company was very transactional and opportunistic - 

both in terms of us buying smaller companies, as well as considering taking the company private, selling 

to another company, dealing with hostile takeover attempts, etc. All these opportunities can happen with 

companies, and the conflict that can emerge is when the role changes (or could) for certain shareholders. 

For example, maybe the CEO (a hired position) is also a large shareholder. Well in this case if we were 

looking to sell the company his role as a shareholder is very well aligned with investors. Maybe everyone 

is getting a small premium and being a shareholder means everyone gets an equal payout per share… BUT 

all of a sudden, the buyer wants to talk to the CEO about his role in the new company. In this new role the 

CEO will get a huge pay increase and a ton of new stock. Suddenly, the role of CEO may be in conflict with 

the role or shareholder.

This can happen with co-founders, partners, employees and/or investors. The hat that you’re wearing 

(and we founders tend to wear multiple hats) needs to be part of this dialogue and consideration. Conflict 

sometimes can emerge, and you might have to recuse yourself from a conversation. I had to do this recently 

when we were selling a business. There was a point at which I was getting an offer to join the buyer, and 

my hat in that conversation was as a prospective employee. I was also the single largest shareholder, but 

I had to recuse myself from meetings where the board might be voting on investor or shareholder issues, 

where I was conflicted in this example. So just be sure to openly discuss and consider the “hats” you or 

others are wearing and how you might deal with any conflicts that emerge.
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Ok, those are your MAJOR FACTORS. You should take some time (now and consistently going forward - at 

least quarterly) to consider each of these factors as well as consider any implications on the answer to: IF 

and WHEN you might sell. 

And in conclusion, as I stated at the very beginning, one of the things that I feel incredibly passionate about 

is that you want the OPTION to sell, and at maximum value. 

If you are interested in creating the OPTION to sell your business (in the future) take a look at my exclusive 

program, ExitDNA - proprietary content, mastermind, 24/7 online community, group coaching, ongoing 

support and more.... To learn more send an email to: exit@maclackey.com and we will follow up with more 

information right away. 

Mac Lackey

Chief EXIT Officer

ExitDNA
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ABOUT EXITDNA

We help founders design and optimize their businesses for maximum value…

At ExitDNA Academy, we work closely with founders of successful businesses to actively and strategically 

plan for profitable exits by focusing on frameworks that give them options—including the option to sell, 

to run the business more efficiently for maximum profit, to create more freedom, or unique lifestyle goals. 

Whether you’re currently generating seven or eight figures in annual revenue and want to exit within 

the next 24 months, or you’re an earlier-stage startup wanting to position your company’s IP, assets, and 

infrastructure for a five to ten year exit plan…

ExitDNA Academy will position you for success, increase your exit opportunities, and maximize your 

company’s value to potential buyers.

Our Goals for our time together in the ExitDNA Academy:

1. To inspire you to think more proactively about your goals, aspirations and potential outcomes 

(including how/when/if you exit)

2. Help you activate ExitDNA thinking into your companies and lives

3. To give you some ideas and tools to close the gap between your current situation and your vision/

goals

4. Help you live with what I call “LifeWealth”
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